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Edward C. Walteracheid

The Manual of Fmtent Examining Procedure (M.P.E.F. ), 4th Edition now
hao ● chapter 2100 on patentability. At present this chapter only
contains seccions deaiing with “Patentable Subjec’- Platter
--Microorganioms”l ●nd “Fhe Statutory Bars of ‘Fublic Use’ and ‘On
Sale’ (35 U.S.C. 102(b),”;) but it in the inte,lt of the Patent and
Trademark Office to ●xp~nd its content ●s future revisions of the
H.P.E.P. ●re issued.3

The “requirement for information” provisions of chapter 2100--if they
are upheld on judicisi review-- portend a significant change in the
relationship of tbe ●xaminer ●nd the ●pplicant in ●% parte prosecution.
In wiew of the fact that the Office positions which ●ppear to herald this
change have been ndopted without public review or cotmaent, it ia imper-
●tive that mi?mbera of the patent bar review them critically ●nd express
their concerns to the Office. Simply put, ●lthough the M.P.E.P.
carefully ●vo~de any use of the term, the Office in chapter 2100 is
indicating that an examiner has a right of diecovery in ex parte
prosecution.

Accordingly, the purpcse of this ●rticle is to discuss the ●xtent to
which the Office is attempting to sanction diocovery by examiners. In
particular, it will explore c?rcain of the ramification of the
“requirement for informat~on” provia.ona of chapter 2100. It will begin
by outlining the requi ●mente for i;iformation in ●x parte prosecution
which are ●xpresoly . !icted by “le rules of Pr~CLiCe. It will then
review the ●uthority f “dim~o;.$ty” roquirementt in ●x parte prosecution
●nd considar the sanct~on for icilure to meet tuch a requirement. Some
consideration will then be p.ven ~ ~ tha ● xtent ●nd ●ffect of a require-
ment for information preoer~ed under the ●egis of chapter 2100. The
potential for Office diccfvo~y in the prosecution of reiomue ●pplications
will be briefly examined Finally, th~ failure of the Office to seek
public review or commenf ,reaentinR the “requirement for information”
provision of chapter ?LOO will be briefly discussed.

A. Requirements for Information in c% Parte proniqc~tion

Prior to the publication of chapter 2100 the right of ●n examiner to
require ●n applicant to present information in e% parte prosecution had
been narrowly circum:tcribed. The only two rules of practice which

,—

Work perfclmmd under the auapices of the U.S. Department of En@rgy,

~M.P.E.P. 2105 ● t aaq, (Rev, 3, July 1980).

2Hop1C.po 2120 ● t ~,1, (Rev, July 1980),

3See Instructions Regarding revfoion No. 3 issued July 1980.
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expresmly permit tuch a requirement are 37 C.F.R. Sec. 51.78(c) and

1.175(b). Thus ?.ule 78(c) providee:

Where two or more ●pplications, or an ●pplication
and ● patent naming different, inventora and owned by the
same party contain conflicting claims, the assignee may
be called upon to state which named inventor is the prior
inventor.

It is ●pparent from this language that the type of information and the
circumetancce under which it can be required to be provided are narrow
indeed.

Rule 175(b) is limited to reiaeue practice ●nd in that context
provideo that:

Corroborating affidavits or declarations of others
may be filed ●nd the ●xaminer may, in any caae, require
additional information or affidavits or declaration
concerning the application for reissue and its object.

Insofar na can be ●scertained, the Office in chapter 2100 has for the
first time officially ●opoused th~! view that an ●xaminer haa the right to

W&S ‘n applicant to Provide information in ●X Parte pro~~cution under
circumatancen and conditions which are significantly more broad than
those aet forth in Rules 78(c) ●nd 175(b). Specifically, with regard to
iaaues of patentability under Secti(ln lU2(b) chapter 2100 ~tateo:

An an ●id to resolvinu iaaut’s of ●uthenticity, ●a
well aa to other related mattera ~f Sec. 102(b) activity,
an applicant may be required, or &ny other party to the
proceeding who has ●ccess to ●n ●pplication (Sec. 1901,01)
may be requested, to ●nswer specific queationo posed by
the examiner ●nd to explain or .upplernent ●ny ●violence
●lready of record. 35 USC Sec. 132, 37 CFR Sec.
1.lC4(b): regardinp, reitioue ●ppl ication, aee Sec.
175(b). Information sought should be restricted to that
which ia reasonably necessary for the ●xnminer to render ●

deeiaion on patentab~lity.b (Cmphaaia in the ori~inal. )

‘fhe “other related matters” include public uae or on male iasues,~

Logically, insofar ●t ● requir~rnent for information is concerned,
there would ●ppear to be 110 difference between Section “O?(b) ●nd ●ny
other section of the patent statute. Thus, il’ an examiner does indeed
have the right to require ●n ●pplicant to ●nowt!r queationa or provide

4M,P.C.P. 2123 (Rev. 3, Jul)f 1980)

%4.P,E,P, 2122 (Rev, ~, July i980)0
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other information in ex parte proaec~tion regarding Section 102(b)
issues, he should also have the same right with respect to issues arising
under ●ny othet portion of the statute, It can therefore reasonably be
expected that as chapter 2100 is expanded, so too will be the examiner’s
right to req*Jire various types of information to be provided in ex parte
prosecution.

The right to present a requirement clearly implies the right to
impose a sanction if the requirement i~ not met. Otherwise a requirement
becomes meaningless. The right. to require a party to a judicial or
administrative proceeding to answer questions or proviae i“:formation at
the demand of an opposing party or the hearing officer on pain of sanc-
tion has a name which the Office has studiously avoided in chapter 2100.
It is called discovery.

B. Authority for “Discovery” Requirements in Ex Parte Prosecution

The traditional view is that the Office me~~not order discovery ~n
ex parte proceedings before it,t This view is predicated on the fact
that proceedings beiotc the Cffice are administrative in naturw, and:

Discovery in a federal adminiscr~l.ive proceeding is
an unusual thing. The l.dministrative Procedure Act does
not permit it and the discovery provisions of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure ● re not applicable in the
absence of special statutory ●uthorization. Without such
statutory ●uthorization or opecial ●uthorizing
regulation, discovery i. normally simply not ●vailable.’

Nonetheless, in the sens~ that the term is used in this ●rticle it is

●pparent that Rules 78(c) ●nd 175(b) do permit ● form of diecovery.
Before discu~sing the position tatien by the Office in chapter 2100 it is
●ppropriate to first ●scertain what authority permits or grunt~ the type
of discovery made ●vailable by these two rules.

The ●uthority for the rules of practice in the Office i~ 35 U.S.C. 6,
unless oth~rwise noted, ~ The only ●dditional ●uthority given for
Rule 78 is 35 U.S,C. 112,9 whereas the only additional ●uthority giwn

6See, e.8., Rohm ●nd Haas Co. v, Mobil Oil Corp., F.Supp. , 201
U.S.l’.Q, 80, 83 (D.Ihl. 1978); and Ex parte McGuck~, 202 U=F.Q, 398
(Bd.App. 1975).

7E0 C, Walterscheid, “interference Discovary (Part 1),” 58 J,P*O*S. 3
(1976). S@e alsa Davis, 1 Administrative Lw# Trea’:i.c Sec. 9,5 at 588,
quoted in ?rilette v. Kimberlin, 508 F.2d 205, 184 U.S.P.Q. 266, 268 (3rd
Ciro 1974)0

BSee 37 C,F.R, (July 1, lq80 Rev.) at page 7.

9Sce 37 C.F.R. (July 1, 1980 Rev.) ●t page 23.
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for Rule 175(b) is 35 U.S.C. 251.10 Neither Section 112 nor Sectio~
251 provide any authority for the making of requirements of the type set
forth in these two rules. 11 ~ug the only basis for granting the right
to make such requirements presumably resides in Section 6 which grants
the Commi~sioner of Patents and Trademarks power to “. . . establish
regulations, not inconsistent with l~w, for the conduct of proceedings
the Patent and Trademark Office.”

in

10See 37 C.F.R. (July 1, 1980 Rev.) at page 39.

1135 Uos. 1~~ states:

The specification shall contain a written description of the.
invention, and of the manner and process of making and using it, in
such full, clear concise, and exact terms as to enable any person
skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most
nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall sec forth the
best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter
which the applicant regards as his invention.

A claim may be written in independent or, if the nature of the
case admits, in dependent or multiple dependent form.

Subject to the following para~raph, a claim in dependent form
shall contain a reference to & claim previously set forth and then
●peci!y a further limitation of the subject matter claimed. A claim
in dependent form shall be construed to incorporate by reference G!I
the limitations of the claim to which it refers,

A claim in multiple dependent form shall contain a reference, in
the ●lternative only, to more than one claim previously set forth and
then specify a further limitation of the subject matter formed, A
multiple dependent claim shall not serve ●s a basis for ●ny other
mllltfpl~ dependent claim, A mllltiple deptndent claim shall be
construed to incorporate by reference all the limitations of the

particular claim in relation to which it is being considered.

An ●lement in ● claim for ● combination may be ●xpressed as ●

means or .tep for performing ~ specified function without the recital
of structure, mat@rial, or acts in support thereof, ●nd such claim
shall !JC construed to cover the corresponding structure m~terial, or
●cts described in the specification ●nd ●quivalent thereof,
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11( cent inued~

Section 251 states:

Wher,ever any patent is, through error without any deceptive
intention, deemed wholly or partly inoperative or invalid, by reason
of a defective specification or drawing, or by reason of the patentee
claiming more or lees that he had a right to claim in the patent, the
Coramissioner shall, on the surrender of such patent and the payment
of the fee required by law, reissue the patent for the invention
disclosed in the original patent, and in accordance with a new and
amended application, for the unexpired part of the term of the
original patent. No new matter shall be introduced into the
application for rei8sue.

The Commissioner may issue several reissued patenLs for distinct
and separate parts of the thing patented, upon demand of the
applicant, and upon payment of the required fee for a reissue for
each of ouch reissued patents.

The provisions of this title relating to applications for patent
shall be applicable to applications for reissue of a patent, except
that application for reissue may be made and sworn to by the assignee
of the entire interest if the application does not seek to enlarge
the scope of the claims of the original patent,

No reissued patent shall be granted enlarging the scope of the
claims of the original patent unless applied for within two years
from the grant of the oriRina) patr:nt.
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The Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (C.C.P.A.) has consistently
taken the position that the rules of practice have the force and effect
of law when not inconsistent with statute.12 More importantly, the
C.C.P.A has held that the rule-making authority is not limited to any
express grant by statute. 13 Thus, the rule-making authority
encompasses areas about which the patent statute is simply silent.

Since the C.C.P.A. is the court of first authority for the Office, it
is readily apparent that a Commissioner may rightly assume that his
rule-making authority is quite broad. Traditionally, however,
Commissioners have been reluctant to use their rule-making authority to
extend the jurisdiction of the Office beyond that which was expressly set
forth by statute, Heretofore at least, Rules 78(c) and 175(b) have
appeared to be exceptions to this traditional conservatism.

Since the judicial record does not indicate that th~re has been any
challenge to Rule 78(c) or Rule 175(b) on the ground that they are
inconsistent with law, it may be assumed that the Commissioner was within
his authority in promulgating them. .

It is important to note, however, that Rule 78(c) has been narrowly
construed. Efforts by the Office to expand the scope of the requirements
which can be prebented under it have recently been thwarted by the
C.C.P.A. This occurred because M.P.E.P. 804.03, which is based on Rule
78(c), states that

.,* the assignee of two or more cases of different
inventive entities, containing conflicting clsims must
maintain a line of demarcation between them. If such a
line is not maintained, the assignee should be called on
to state which entity is the prior inventor of that
subject matter and to limit the claims of the other
application ●ccordingly. (Emphaaie supplied. ) If the
#soignee does not comply with this requirement, the caae
in which the requirement to name the prior inventor was
made will be held to be ●bandoned.

Note that the emphasized language ia not ~upported in any way by Rule
78(c).

12See e,u., Norton v. Curtioa, 433 F.2d 412, 165 U.S.P.Q. 708, 711
(~970); and In re Rubinfield, 270 F.2d 391, 123 U.S.P.Q. 210, 214 (1959),
cert, denied, 362 U.S. 903, 124 U,S,P*Q. 535 (1950),

13Norton v. Curtis-, note 12, suprm.——
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It is not su:-prising therefore that when the Office sought to compel
a common assignee to ac. in accordance with the emphasized language and
cancel claims, the C.C.P.A. ir, the recent case of Margolis v. Bannerc
Corn’r. Pat.14 declared that language to be invalid.1~ Based on this
decision, it ia apparent that the C.C.P.A. is not disposed to permit the
Office by means of-the M.P.2.P. to expand the scope of requirements set
forth by the rules of practice.

Unfortunately, there has been almost no judicial interpretation of
Rule 175(b) or the M.P.E.P. #ection relating to it.16 Unlike the
situation with Rule 78(c), the M.P.E.P. section pertaining ~.o Rule1~75(b)
adds nothing, but inotead merely repeats the language of the rule.
The dearth of case law pertaining to Rule 175(b) strongly susgests that
there has been little or no effort by examiners to require applicants to
provide additional information under this provision. Ii certainly woulci
not appear that examinerr have made any concerted attempt c~ apply
sanctions for the failure or refusal of applicants to provide s~ch
information if the requiremer,t has on occasion been presented.

Consider now the authority auoted in chapter 2100 for the right of an
examiner to require an applicant to atlswer specific questions posed by
the examiner or to explain or supplement any evidence already of reccrd.
That authorit!’ is stated to be 35 U.S.C. 132 and 37 C.F.R. Sec. 1.104(bj
and for reissue applications 3? C.F.R. Sec. 175(b). While Fule 175(b)
would appear to p~ovide authority for an examiner to require that
“additional information” be proviJed, it is not at all clear that it

14599 F.2d 435, 202 U.S.F’.Q. 365 (1979).

15202 U.S.P.Q. at 372.

16The mly discussion of Rule 175(b) which has been found in the
published judicial record appears in Rohm and Haas Co. v, Mobil oil
Corp, , F.Supp._ 201 U,S.P.Q. 80 (D.Del. 1978), After pointing out
that th=ffice may ~ot order discovery, the district court stated:

As to the plaintiff’s contention that det~mnination of the
issues joined herein requires discovery of facts known only to Mobil,
the Court notes that 37 C.P.R. Sec. 1.175(b) authorizes the patent
examiner to “require additional information or affidavits or
declarations concerning :he application for reissue and its object.”

201 U,S.P.Q. ●t 83. The court offered no explanation how, if the Office
could not order discovery, ●n examiner could require an ●pplicant to
provide additional information.

17See M,P.E.P. 1/41[1 (Rev. 2, April 1980).
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authorizes him to do so in the form of specific questions
answered.18 At the very least the Office is reading Rule
broadly than it has done in the past.

required to be
175(b) more

A perusal of Section 132 reveals that the only language therein on
which the Office can possibly be relying is “Whenever, on examination any
claim for a patent is rejected, or any objection or requirement made, the
Commissioner shall notify the applicant thereof . . . .“ While this
language clearly indicates that the Commissioner has authority to present
requirements, a plausible contention can be made that it does not itself
give the Commissioner that authority. Rather, it suggests that such
authority must reside at some other place in the patent statute. This
view is endorsed by Federico who in his commentary on the Patent Act of
1952 states that Section 132 is for the purpose of givin~ notice of a

19 The C.C.P.A. has -Serejection, objection; or requirement.
emphasized that the purpose of Section 132 is to give proper notice to
applicants for patent of the rejection, objection, or requirement they
must meet.20

To the extent that it can be argued that Section 132 gives statutory
authority for making “requ~ments,” tha; authority is delegated only to
the Commissioner. Although he in turn may redelegate such authorit;?,21
it is not seen how he c~n do this other than by establishing appropriate
regulations under 35 U.S.C. 6. Aside from Rule 175(b;, no rule or regu-
lation has been promulgated which could be construed in any reasonable
manner as permitting or authorizing an examiner to present requirements
of the type set forth in chapter 2100.22

Contrary to the assumption implicit in its citation in chapter 2100,
Rule 104(b) does not delegate to examiners the Commissioner’s power to
present “requirements.” Rather, all it states is that, in the circum-
stance wherein an examiner has in fact presented a requirement, he must
give the reasons for it and provide such information “as may be useful in
aidin~ the applicant to judge of the propriety of continuing

18See Section E, infra.

19P. J. Federico, “Commentary on the New Patent Act,” 35 U,S.C.A. at
pages 36 and 37

Zoln re Herrick, 397 F.2d 332, 158 11.SOP.Q. 90 (1968).

211n re Dickinson, 299 F.2d 954, 133 U.S,P.Q. 39, 43 (C.C.P.A. 1962).

22But see the text accompanying notes 30-32, infra.—.
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the prosecution of his application. ”23 Whatever the requirement that
may have been presented, the authority of the examiner to make that
requirement came not from Rule 104(b) but of necessity from elsewhere
the rules of practice.

in

Moreover, Rule 104(b) ~.annot be read apart from the context of Rule
104(a) which clearly limits the requirements which can be imposed by an
examiner to either matters of form or those sanctioned by either statute
or rule.24 Nor can it be otherwise. For if Rule 104(b) permitte4 any
examiner to set forth arbitrarily any requirement he might choose to
make, there would be naught but chaos in the prosecution of applications.

The perception that Section 132 and Rule 104(b) could conceivably be
argued to permit an examiner to present discovery requirements of the
type set iorth in chapter 2100 obviously came late to the Office. Were
it otherwise, it is difficult to see why the rules of practice fail to
cite Section 132 as authcrity for Rules 78(c) and 175(b). In this
context, e point which is also of interest is that the Commissioner’s
authority for promlllgating discovery rules in inter partes interference
proceedings is stated to be only 35 LJ.S.C. 6.25 No mention is made of
35 U.S.C. 132. These failures to cite Section 132 would appear to be
convincing evidence that the Office did not until recently come to the
conclusion that Section 132 could be argued to provide a proper basis for
presenting discovery requirements.

At this point it is appropriate to briefly discuss the only other
chapter in the M.P.E.P. which contains any mention of “requirements for
information.” In April 1.980 chapter 2000 concerning duty of disclosure
and striking of applications was added to the Manual. It contains a
section on “requirements for information” which states that authority for
such requirements is provided by 35 U.S.C. 132, and they

..* are utilized where it appears that more information
may be necessary in order for the examiner to reach a
proper decision, and where it appears chat such infor-
mation may be available to one or more of the parties.

23Rule 104(b) states:

The applicant will be notified of the examiner’s action.
The reasons for any adverse acticn or an objection or
requirement will be stated and such information or
references will be given as may be useful in aiding the
●pplicant to judge of the propriety of continuing the
prosecution of his application.

24See text accompanying note 49, infra.

~5See 37 C,F,R. (July 1, 1980 Rev.) at pages 7 and 60,
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The requirements frequently take the form of written
questions directed to those individuals or parties likely
to have the desired infor~ation or to have access
thereto.26

A significant caveat is that chapter 2000 does not authorize such
requirements to be presented by an examiner l.ut rather states that they
may be presented by the Office of the Assistant Commissioner for Patents.

The practice outlined in chapter 2000 has apparentl been followed
for some time. Thus, for example, Tin In re Altenpohl,2 the
Commissioner stated:

On January 3, 1975 & “Requirement for Information” was
mailed to Counsel for applicant . . . requiring information
prior to a determination on the question of “fraud” or
“deceptive intention.”28

Unfortunately, there is nothing in Alte-7Dohl to indicate what authority—..
was cited for this “requirement .“

Assuming arguendo, however, that the authority was presumed to be 35
U.S.C. 132, it is to be emphasized that this form of discovery was--and
presently stili is--limited to “fraud” situations being investigated by
the Office of the Assistant Cmmissicner of Patents. For the reasons set
forth in this article, it is questionable whether the Office could compel
a substantive response to a “requirement for information” even in
circumstances where “fraud” is alleged.29

In January 19S1, the Office proposed a new Rule 365 which would have
permitted “requirements for information” to be presented in inter partes
protest proceedings. 30 After generally unf~vorable comments at an oral

26M.P.E.P. 2021.04.

27198 U.S.P.Q. 289 (Com’r. Pat. 1976).

2~~198 U.S.P.Q. at 304.

29N0 published opinion has been found in which the nuthority of the
Office to present such a “requirement” in the context of a fraud
investigation has been challenged. As a practical matter, this is not
surprising in that counsel for an applicant charged with fraud is likely
to lean over backwards to supply information to the Office to overcome
the charge.

3048 Fed. Reg. 3170 (Jan. 13, 1981).
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hearing on April 16, 1981, the proposed rules relating to inter partes
protest proceedings were not adopted.31 Of interest in the context of
the present article is that the Office cited no statutory authority
whatever for proposed Rule 365.32 If, as stated in chapters 2000 and
2100 of the M.P.E.P., Section 132 provides authority for presenting
“requirements for information,” why was it not cited as statutory
authority for this proposed new rule?

It is interesting to note that in Margolis, the Office made no
attemp+ to rely on Section 132 or Rule 104(b) to “ustify the portion of
M.P.E.P. 804,03 which the C.C.P.A. held invalid.3 3 Several possible
explanations can be advanced [or this failure. The first is that as of
the end of 1978 or early 1979, when the Office arguments were presented
in Margolis, 34 there harj been no decision to contend that Section 132
and Rule 104(b) justified the existence of “requirements” in the M.P.E.P.
not sanctioned elsewhere by express language of the rules of practice.
Alternatively, the solicitor’s office may well have felt that it did not
need to or did not want to present the issue to the C.C.P.A. under the
facts of Margolis.

One thing is certain. Had the judges of the C.C.P.A felt that
Section 132 permitted the Office to present “requirements” in the
M.P.E.P. not expressly sanctioned by specific language of the rules of
practice, they could not have rendered the decision they did in Margolis.

While there is no published indication of when the Office came to the
conclusion that Section 132 permits an examiner to require an applicant
to answer questions presented in ex

!
arte prosectuion, this contenti~n

was published as early as May 1977.3 The views expressed ac that tir,le
have been vigorously challenged by the present writer,35 and the
chellenge has been responded to as follows:

The curious notion that an examiner has no power or
~urisdiction to ask questions of an applicant in
appropriate circumstances so as to com~ ete his

—. —.

3~532 P,T.C.J. D-1 (.~une 4, 1981).

32See 48 Fed. Reg. 3162 et seq.

33See text accc~mpa,nying notes 14 and 15, supra.

34$~~is time frllme iA presumed because the opinion in Margolis was dated
May 31, 1979.

35G, H. Bjorge, “Editorial Epilogue,” 59 J,P.O.S. 336 (1977).

36E,c, walterg,chei~, “Insufficient Disclosure Rejections (Part 1),” 62
J.P.O.S. 217, 222-27 (1980).
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examination, absent a rule or regulation authorizing such
reqnirenents for information, amounts to an untenable
stultification of the administrative process. 37

This response ●droitly and neatly avoids the central is~ue, which is
not whether ●n examiner may ask questions during ex parte prosecution38
but rather whether an examiner has the right in ex parte prosecution to
& an applicant to provide specific answers to specific questions on
pain of ●anction. This writer cor)tends-- and will continue to do so in
the absence of ●ny showing to the contrary-- that a requirement to answer
mitten questions on pain of sanction for failure to do so represents
discovery ●s that term io normally used in the legal sense. Be that as
it may, views contra to those of the present writer appear to have
carried the day in the Office, as evidenced by chaoter 2100.39

The Office has pointed to no judicial opinion which supports ita view
that Section 132 and Rule lC4(b) authorize “requirements for information”
of the type set forth in chapter 2100. Indeed , an extensive search has
revealed only one opinion which at first glance appears to support the
Office position. In In re Brandstadter.40 the inventibn required a
computer program fnr its practice. Speaking with respect thereto, the
C.C.P.A stated

. . . we do not believe it gtnreasonable for an examiner
to require an applicant who has prepared such a program
to ● t leant give nn appraisal of the amount of time
involved in its production or to disclose at le:!st a bare
bones flow chart of that program to the Patent Office so
that the examiner may determine wk,cther one skilled in
the art ~.ould produce it without unreasonable
experimentation and delays, 41 (Emphasis supplied, )

~7see “Editorta Note,” 62 J.p,OOS, at 227,

38Clearly, there ia no way for ●n applicant to pi” :lu~e ●n examine:
from ●sking ●ny questions he wants during ex parte p:oaecution,

39~e author of th~ references cited in nacea 35 and 37, supra,
studiously ●voided calling ● re~uirement to ●nswer written interro-
gatories “discovery,” ●nd thereby apparently set the tone fo the Office
poeition. It would appear that the Office is of the view that a
“requirement for information” is somehow less conducive to objection by
●n ●pplicant

40484 F,2d 1395, 179 U.S.P,C). 286 (1973).

41179 U.S.P.Q. ●t 294-95.
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No citation of authority in given for the right of the examiner to
%equirett that such information be provided. in the context in which the
court used the cited language, however, it is ●pparent that it was merely
holding that these was a reasonable basis for the ●xaminer to question
the adequacy of the disclosure pertaining to the amount of time &nd work
involved in the preparation of the computer program, ●nd, in the ●bsence
of some showing of what that might be, the examiner had properly made a
prima facie case of lack of enablement by reason ..f undue experimentation.
Brandstadter thus is clearly distinguishable from the position taken by
the Office in chapter 2100.

The acticns taken by individual ●xaminers in the past several years
● re a rather clear indication that proposals ●kin to those of ch~pter
2100 relating to requirements for information had been circulated through
the examining Rroups. Thus, for example, the ●uthor in June 19?9 ● s an
attorney of record received ●n Office ●ction in which the examiner cited
Section 132 ● s authority for ● require,nent that certain sp~cific
queutions relating to Section 112 and Section 103 issues be ●nswered.42
.4 response in which it was argued that the Office had no authority to
Ieqtiire that written interrogatories be answered elicited ● new Office
●ction in December 197~ which is instructive. The examiner stated:

At the outset ●pplicants’ ●ssertions with respect to
the use of interrogs,tories will be discussed. Firstly,
the questions were not posed as interrogatories but as
requirements for information. In the strict legal sense
interrogatories rrquire written ●nswers unde~’ oath.
However$ such ● strict legal interpretation was not
intended. As indicated in the last Office action . . .
the information may be supplied in ●ny form thought to be
most suitable by ●pplicants.

The basis for making such requirements is found in
35 USC 132, 37 CFR 1.i04(e) ●nd relevant case law such as
Graham v. John Deere, 148 USPQ 459 (S. Ct. 1966) and ~
re Cook, 161 USPQ 298 (CCPA 1971), !.s diacuused below
the infonnacion is deemed to be reasonable since the
information is mtterial in helping to decide the
patentability of the clsimed invention under 35 USC 103
●nd 112, first paragraph.43

A perusal of Graham v. John Deere ●nd Cook reveals that they ●re no
more relevant than Brandstadter. While th=preme Court in Graham v.
John D@ere laid great stress on several factual inquiries that muot be
made in order to determine patentability under Section 103, nowhere did
it ruggest that this facrual inquiry could or should take tl’s form of

42Applicacion Serial No. 824,572, Paper No. 6 mailed June 6, 1979,

43Application serial No. 824,572, Paper No. 11 mailed December 21, 1979.
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Rather$ the term “inquiry” as used
of “a systematic investigation. t144

hundreds of cases which have cited and
relied on Graham v. John Deel~, n; e has been found which interprets that
Supreme Court opinion in the manner suggested by the ●xaminer.

Any reliance the Office might attempt to make on Cook is also
misplaced. There is no l~aguage in Cook that in any w~sugiiests that
the Office can properly require disc~y in ex parte prosecution.45 It
can thus be readily seen why the Office did not cite any case law co
support the positions it espoused in chapter 2100. There simply is
none. Rather, the Office has chosen to embark on a new and totally
uncharted course.

Co The Sanction

If it is ●ssumed that a “requirement for information” is properly
presented, what th~n is the s~nccion for failure to supply the required
information? Unfortunately, chapter 2!00 ia vague cm this point. Al!
that is stated is that “if an ●pplicant fails to respond in a timely
fashion to a requirement for informat-n the application will be

iregarded as abandoned, 35 !lSC Sec. 133.” 6 Is a failure to respond to

44See Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary.

45The onlv language in Cook which appears to have any ;elevance is Lb,’
foliowing;

,. when the examiner sets forth reasonable grounds in
support of his conclusion that an applicant’s claims may
read on inoperative subject m~tter . . , , it becorncs
incumbent upon the ●pplicant dither to reasonably limit
his claima to the ●pproximate ●rea uher~ operativeness
has not been challenged or to rebut the @xaminer’#
challenge ●it’her by the submission of representative
evidence , . . or by perauas;ve arguments ba~ed on known
laws of physics ●nd chemistry . . . .

169 U,S.P.Q ● t 3C12, Phrased som?what differently, Cook stands for the
proposition that, if an ●xaminer has present?d reaa=lo Rrounds for
questioning patentability under S?ction 112, he has met his burden of
proof ●nd has prl!sented a prima facie cane which the applicant must
●ither (a) limit his claims to ●void, or (b) rebut, The rebuttal can
take the form of “representative” evidence. This, however, is in nn way
suggestive that ●n examiner can rt~quire ●n applicant to provide sp~cific
●nswern to specific questions in order to rebut.

46M.P.E.P. 2122 and 2123 (R+v. 3, July 1980).
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be interpreted literally ●s ● failure to ●nswer ● t ●ll or ●s ● failure to
prcvide the required information? Clearly, if no answer is filed within
the time uet for response ●nd no good reason is provided for this
failure, then under Section 133 the ●pplication does in fact become
●bandoned.47

But what of the situation wherein an applicant responds by simply
stating that the required information will not be supplied because
●pplicant believes that the examiner is without ●uthority to present the
requirement for information? Obviously, there has been ● response but
not that which the examiner contemplated. In this circumstance, it is

not seen how the examiner ban ●ny basis for making ● rejection baaed on
this fact ●lone. Nor ia it seen on what basis the examiner could hold
the ●pplication abandoned, because the reaponae can reasona~~y be taken
●s ● bona fide attempt to advance the case to final ●ction,

.

A point of interest ia that chapter 2100 uses different language than
M,P.E.P. 804.03. It may be recalled that M.P.E.P. 804.03 expressly
provides that a failure to comply with the requirement will result in the
application becoming abandoned. !ieedlees to say, “respond” and “comply”
have quite different meanings, co that ● logical ●rgument can be made
that ● response of the type set forth ●bove would provide no basis
whatever for the ●pplication to go abandoned. Nonetheicss, despite the
ambiguity just discussed, in all likelihood the Office will seek to
resolve the apparent quandary by arguing that a refusal to provide the

47Section 133 states:

Upon failure of the ●pplicant to prosecute the
application within six months ●fter ●ny ●ction therein,
of which no:ice has been given or mailed to the
applicant, or within ouch shorter time, not less than
thirty days, ●s fixed by the Commissioner in such ●ction,
the ●pplication ohall be regarded ●s ●bandoned by the
parties thereto, unless it be shown to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner that such dela~ was unavoidable.

48see 37 C,F.R. SeC. I. Ill(b). Indeed, in the Decetilber 1979 Office
●ction diacusned in the text, the examiner ●cknowledged this to be the
caoe by eayinR:

Lastly, while ●pplicants have not providud the
information which has been required, it would be inappro-
priate to hold the ●pplication ●bandonod or the ?wndrnent
non-responoiv~, Applicants’ ●rgumentc relatins to the
leRal basis for requiring such information ●re deemed to
conotitutc ● compl~te re.ponseo 37 CFR 1.111, However,
the ●xaminer r~mains of the opinion that the information
opcc{fied is material in decidinR the patentability of
the claim~.
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required information is equivalent to a failure to prosecute the
application ●nd hence the ●pplication is deemed ●b&ndoned.49

In the likely event that the posited sequence of events occurs, it
will perhaps be too much to hope that the Office will recognize that a
holding of ●bandonment in these circumstances is equivalent to ●

rejection ●nd hence is ~ppealable. In Margolis the C.C.P.A* ruled chat
it had jurisdiction even though the issue was purportedly ●bandonment of
the ●pplication because it concluded “that the examiner’s demands, under
threat of ●bandonment, that petitioners do more than they did ●mounted to
● de facto rejection of petitioners’ claims.”50 Unfortunately, Margolis
can rather easily be diatinguinhed on ita facts. Initially ●t least, it
can be rather eafely ●ssumed that the Office will strenuously ●rgue that
abandonment for failure to meet requirements for information can only be
petitioned to the Commissioner.51

D. The Extent ●nd Effect of ● Requirement for Information

T’he circumstances under which chapter 2100 pennitei ●n examiner to
present ● requirement for information ● re not clear. It c’oes state that
“questions involving Sec. 102(b) activity may ●rise during the patent
examination procees in ● number of ways” and then proceeds to enumerate
certain possibilities. 52 There is nothing, however, to 5UggeSt that
the examiner i. limited to ● eituation in which a Section 102(b) iceue is

49Preeumably for A failure to proeecuco the ●pplication. See note 47

m“

50202 u.S,P.Q, at 372.

51But to the ●xtent the Office eeeke to rely on .35 U.S,C. 132 ●s

●uthority for preeentin~ rcquir~mente for information, the interpretation
to be given to Section 132 would claarly be ●n ●ppealable ioeue.

52Thue, M,P.E,P, 2122 (Rev. 3, July 1980) stetee:

An applicant or hie ●ppointed representative may raiee
the questions in complianc~ with the “duty of diecloeure”
reoponoibiliti~e of 37 CFR S*C, 1.56 (Chapter 2000). One
nther than ●n ●pplicant may pr~sent the queetione by
filing ● protest under 37 CFR $+sc, 1.29(b) (Chapter
1900), or by petitioning for institution of public uee
proceediPRs under 37 CFR Sec. 1.292 (Sec. 720).
Additio’.aliy, the quastione may become manife.t from ●

Rocommendetiot\ of the Board of Patent Intorferencee (37
CFI? Sec. 1.259) UY from ●n ineerferenc~ record iteelf,
Q.g., a cpecific fil~+ing that an actuel raduction to
practice occurred ❑ ore +han one year prior to the filing
date of #n ●pplication, coi~pled with evidence of related
commercial exploitation,
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clearly presented, The only limitation placed on the examiner is that
“information sought ●hould be restricted to that which is reasonabl

~nece.eary for the examiner to render e decision on patentability.
As will be shown, there is come question ● s to whether this does in fact
constitute ● limitation,

What ● re the duties of the exsminer in rendering s decision on
patentability? According to the rules of practice:’

On taking up ●n ●pplication for examination the
●xaminer ●hall make ● thorough study thereof ●nd shall
make ● thorough investigation of the ●vailable prior art
relating to the subject matter of the invention ●ou8ht to
be patented. The examination ●hall be complete with
reepect both to compliance of the ●pplication with the
statutes ●nd rules snd to the patentability of the
inver.tion ●s claimed, ●s well ● s with respect to matters
of form, unless otherwise indicated.5~

Now if the examination muuc be complete, under chapter 2100 thf
appear to be not?ing to preclude an examiner from ●sking quest
requiring them to be ●nswered aven where the -ecord is totally
eny information which raises a Section 102(b) issue.

‘f’hue, for ●xample, under chapter 2100 ●n examiner may wall
it is rwoper to require that an ●pplicant state the date the ii

re would
ona ●nd
devoid of

●rgue that
vent ion. . . .

waa first ●ctually reduced to practica since he deems such information}
“reasonably necessary” to determine whether ● patentability itsue ●xists
undar Section 102(b). While it is to he hoped that ● reasonable L ,tsr-
pr~tation of th~ ifitent of chapter 2100 would preclude such ● “fishing
expedition,” there i? presently no way of knowing how examiners will
react to their new-found authority,

The problem reside. primarily in the fact that examinars ●re
●uthorized to require ●n ●pplicant “. . , to ●ncw~r specific queotions
posed by the examiner ●nd to ●xplain or supplement ●ny ●violence already
of record.” If the “a~were not present, it would be clear that ●ny
interroRatoriea pretentud by an examiner would be raquired to be limited
to ●violence ●lready of record, But with the presence of that “and” an
examiner io not precluded from ●cting on the assumption that he may
require interrogatories to be answewd to fill gaps in an otherwise
silent record,

Moreover, ●ven if it i. ●ssumed that interrogatories preamted under
●uthority of chapter 2100 must be limited to ●violence ●lready of record
concerning Sectiou 102(b) iosues, what determines that they are “reason-
●bly nece’~ary” An order for the examiner to render s dccioion on

—.

531t.P.lL,P. 2;22 ●nd 2123 (R@v. 3, July 1980),

5437 C.F,R, Sec. l,104(b) (ihly 1, 19fJ0 Rev!)
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patentability? The answer to that question logically runs afoul of the
duty of candor which ●very applicant has to the Office.

Indeed, there ●re a variety of persons, including the ●pplicant, who
“ha,~e ● duty to disclose to the Office information they ~1~ ●ware of
which is material to the ●xamination of the application.
Information is deemed material “where there is a s~batantial likelihood
that a reasonable examiner would consider it important,,~~ deciding
whether to allow the ●pplication to issue as a patent.

Ia there a difference between “material information” and “information
which is reasonably neceeaary for the examiner to render a decision

;n”p;tentability”? If so, what ia the difference? If not, does a

requirement for-information presented by a examiner imply that the duty
of candor has not been met? If “reasonably necessary” information is
dilferent than “material” information, by what authority can an e“’-;ner
require ●n ●pplicant to supply information which the duty of candor does
not require him to supply? In view of the ever increasing emphasis which
the Office is placing on the duty of candor, 57 these a~e qUS!atiOnS Of

considerable import to all who have dealings with the Office or who may
be subjected to judicial review of their dealing with the Office.
Unf~,rtunately, chapter 2100 providea little guidance as to how they are
likely to be answered. In view of the failure of the Office to seek
public input on “requirements for information” there is nothing in the
published record to indicate that such questions were ever considered
wh(.n chapter 2100 was drafted.

Yet ●nether ●sp~ct of the right of an examiner to require that
information be provided in ●x parte prosecution which should b~
troublesome to every practitioner before the Office is the manner in
which such information is likely to be treated by the Office. It would
●ppear that a primary purpose of a requirement for i’,lfcrmation ia to seek
to have ●n ●pplicant provide “admissions” of the type defined by the case
law of In re Nom~58 and In re Hellsund.59 That being the case, it—“
would be in the clear interest of ●ny ●pplicant who elects to attempt to
provide such required information to be ~xceedingly careful of the wording
used in reapondinu,

j537C,F,R, Sect l,56(a) (July 1, 1980),

561d
,—*

57Aa ●videnced b:? M,P,E,P, chapter 2000 ●dded in th? April 1980
revision,

58509 F,2d 566, 184 U,S,P.O. 607 (C.CCPtA. 1975).

39474 F,2d 1307, 177 U,S,P,Q. 170 (C,C.P,A. 1973).
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Consider the following situation. The examiner states that to permit
him to ascertain if there ●re Section 102(b) issues which may affect
patentability, the applicant is required under chapter 2100 to ●fiswsr the
following questions:

1. When was the claimed invention reduced to practice?

2. When was the claimed invention deemed “complete by applicant or his
assignee?

In support of hia requirement, the examiner states that the basis for
presenting these questions is the following language from chapter 21GO:

Although the test of an “actual” reduction to
practice may be applicable to Sec. 102(b) activity, aa
where the nature of a particular invention requires
development over a considerable period of time . . . ,
the b?tter test is whether or not an invention is
“complete.”

The test for “completeness” of an invention is
basically a matter of evaluating the subjective intent of
an inventor, as manifested by the objective factual
circumstances ~urrOunding the development of the
invention . ...60

It is important to bear in mind thnt these two questions require
considerably more than a disclosure of facts known to the ●pplicsnt,
Thus, ●ny answer ● s to when actual reduCtiOtI to practice occurred
requires a legal conclusion, Can an examiner require ●n spplicant to
present ● leRal conclusion? Unfortunately, if he can, ●ny ●nawer
presented by ●n applicant is likely to be binding under the authority of
Nomiya, regardless of whether there is a statutory basis for it.b~
However, it is to be noted that the duty of candor is not “meant to
require disclosure of information corcetming,,:;e level= skill in the
●rt for purposes of determining obviousness. By ●nalogy, it can
reasonably be argued that the duty of candor does not require an
●pplicant to state when the claimed invention waa first ●ctually reduced
to practice*

Nor is it seen how the duty of candor can r~quire ●n applicant to
provide information based on hln subjective intent ouch ●a would of
necessity ba required to answer the a-cond question regerding when the

——

6~M,P,E,P, 2125,01 (Rev, 3, July ‘.980),

6~See E. C. Walt?r.cheid, “Me@ting ths Duty of Candor Without Makin~ ●n
Admiaaion A~ainst Intereot,” 60 J.P,O.S. 717 (1’978).

~295$ O.C, 1056.
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Wa8 “completed.” Nonetheless, issues such as these are likely
commonplace for ●pplicant if examiners make any concerted
present requirements for information under chapter 2100.

Finally, questions arise as to the effect of requirements for
information on compact prosecution. May an examiner make a final
rejection predicated on anewers provided by an applicant in response
to a requirement for information? Phrased somewhat differently, will an
applicant have a right to “explain” his answe=s if the interpretation
placed on them by the examiner is different than that intended by him?
Based on the answera provided in response to one requirement for
information, can the examiner then set forth an entirely new requirement
for information?63 If so, this would seem to be the antithesis of
compact prosecution,

The foregoing comments do not represent an exhaustive or even a
detailed delineation of the ramifications of requirements for information
of the type said to be permissible in chapter 2100. They do, however,
give some indication of the nature of the problems inherent in
requirement for information in ex parte prosecution.

E. Requirements for Information in Reissue Prosecution

As has been previoual.y noted,64 Rule 175(b) appears to permit an
examiner to require that “additional information” be provided in the
prosecution of a reissue application. Ind,’ed, it can be argued that thi8
rule closely approximates what might be termed traditional discovery in
that it permits the exaniintr to require that the “additional information”
be provided in the form of affidavits or declarations. Unfortunately, it
provides no indication whatever ● s to how ~pecific the examiner may
require the “additional information” to be. Although the Office in
chapter 2100 cites Rule 175(b) ●rn authority for requiring that specific
questions be answered in reissue examination, 65 the lar,guage
rule may just ● s easily be interpreted as merely ●uthorizing
certain geneial type of information can be required in order

of the
that a
for the

63This is not as unlikely or as far-fetched ●s it may appear
glance, Thus, duriag 1978 and 1979 the pr~sent writer as an

at firot
attorney of

record was presented with ● series of interrogatories by ● Croup 220-
examiner who required that they be answered under the purported ●uthority
of Section 132, A d~ciaion wao made to ~nswer the questions while at the
same time argui~g that the examiner had no tuthority to present the
requirement. The net result was ● whol~ new series of questions based on
the ●nswers given to the first series. A flat refusal to nnswer the
sacond series resulted in no sanction,

64See text accompanying note 18, suprao

65See M.P,E,P. 2122 and 2123 (Rev, 3, July 1980).
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examiner to decide on patentability of the reissue application. In the
absence of any case law on the point, the position taken by the Office in
chapter 2100 may reasonably be que~tioned.

Be that as it may, if Section 175(b) does indeed authorize the
imposition of discovery requirementti in reissue prosecution, it can be
assumed that the scope of inquiry permitted ic quite wide, Thus, for
example, in a reissue proceeding a protestor may rely on t’~e following
lci~ds of information, in addition to prior srt documents:

(1) Information demonstrating that the subject matter to
which the protest iu directed was publicly “known or used
by others in this country , . . before the imwntion
thereof by the applicant for pgtent” at,d is th~refore
barred under 35 U.S,C. 102(a) and/or 103.

(2) Information that the invention was “in public use or
or, sal~ in this country, more than one year prior to the
date of the application for patent in the United States:
(35 U.S.C. 102(b)).

(3) Information that the applicent “has abandoned the
invention” (35 U,S.C. 102(c) or “did not himself invent the
subject m~?ter sought to be patented” (35 U.S.C. 102(f)).

(4) information relating to inventorship under 35 U.$.C.
ln2(g)o

(5) Information relating to sufficiency of disclosure or
failure to disclose beat mode, under 35 U,3.C. 112,

(6) Any other information demonstrating that the
application lacks compliance with the statutory
req~irementa for patentability,

(7) Information indicating “fraud” o? a “violation of the
duty of disclosure” under 37 CFR \,56(a) may be :he subject
of either ● protest under Sec. 1.291(a) or ●

t
fitition to

strike the ●pplication under 37 CFR 1.56(d).~

In principle at least, tha examiner under Rule 175(b) would seem to have
●uthority to require information of the same variety that a protestor may
submit. The problems that can potentially arise with regard to ●

requirement for information of the type s?t forth in item (2) ●bove have
●lready been explored. Needleaa to say, similar problams may ●rise with
regard to the varioua other items of information,

~6M,P,E.P, lqol,02 (Rev, 1, January 1980).
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A point which seems not to have been realized to any significant
degree by reissue applicants, protectors, or examiners is that a protest
in conjunction with the use of Rule 175(b) constitutes a potentially vei~

strong discavery mechanism in a reissue proceeding. Thus, while the mere
filing of a protest does not automatically give a protesuor the right to
●rgue the protest before the Office, “the Office has, and may, determine
that further participation by a protestor beyond the mere filing of a
protest is beneficial to, and c~6~asistance co, the Office in its
examination of the application. Accordingly, if a protestor can
convince an examiner that certain requirements for information are
appropriate in the prosecution of a reissue application, those require-
ments for information can be presented under Rule 175(b) In effect, a
protestor by this technique achieves the capability of obtaining dis-
covery in the reissue prosecution even though it is done indirectly
through the examiner.

While r“ is no indication that Rule 175(b) has been used to any
signific<~< ‘ to date, the increasing militancy of the Office with
respect t, isments for information, as evidenced by chapter 2100 of
the M.P.E., AS likely to produce a subst~ntial increase in the use of
this rule i~~ reissue proceedings. Simply put, discovery in reissue
proceedings is no idle threat. As a consequence, it may well be a
consideration in ar.y determination to seek reissue.

F. ~e Failure of the Office to Seek Public Review or Comment

A fundamental concern to everyone who must deal in any capacity with
the Patent and Trademark Office is how without public review and comment
it hus authorized examiners to present requirements for information which
are essentially nothing less than discovery requirements in ex parte
prosecution. Regardless of the position taken by the Office, the require-
ment. for information which an examiner is ●uthorized to make in chapter
2100 represent a significant departure from past Office practice and one
which should have been made only ●fter c great deal of public input.

The Patent nnd Trademark Office is an office of tne Department of
Commerce68 and as such is subject to the following requirements for
rule making. 69 A general notice of proposed rul~ making must be
publiched jn the Federal Register which includes (a) a statement of the
time, place, and nature of public rule making proceedings; (b) reference
to the legal ●uthority under whicl~ the rule ia proposed; and (c) either
the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the
subjects ●nd issues involved, In ●ddition, all interested persons must

67M.P.E.P, 1901 (Rev. 1, January 1980),

fiR35 Usoc. 10

695 U,S,C, 553,
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be given an opportunity to participate in the rule making through sub-
mission of written data, viev~, or argurneati:. After consideration of the
relevant data thus presented, the agency is required to give a concise
general statement of the basis and purpose f>r any rule which is adopted.

Why was this practice not followed with regard PO the substantive
changes set forth in chapter 2100? Simply put, because the Office
elected to consider them not as substantive changes in the rules of
practice but instead as merely an interpretative pronouncement concerning
existing rules. In ao doing, it avoided the intent if pot the letttr of
the Administrative Practice Act.

While there can be little aoubt that the Commissioner is within his
authority in interpreting the rules of practice he has promulgated, there
can also be little doubt that any such interpretation must be consonant
with the intent and purpose of the rule so interpreted. It is simply not
seen how “discovery” requirements ir. ex parte prosectition are consistent
with the itltent and purpose of Rule 104(b).70 While discovery is argu-
ably permitted by Rule 175(b), there is no indication that the purpose of
that rule as originally promulgated was to permit an examiner to require
that written interrogatories be answered in ex parte practice.71

Discovery of the type contemplated by the “t-equirement for infor-
mation” provisions of chapter 2100 represents too important a change in
ex parte practice to be authorized merely by a purported interpre-
tation of certain of the existing rules of practice. If the Offic?
believes ~~at the time has come for discovery in ex parte prosecution,
let it set forth proposed rules for that purpose under the Commissioner’s
rulemakin$, authority and let the issues raised by such proposed rules be
s~bject to detailed public comment and review. While applicants have a
duty of candor to the Office, the Office, in turn, has a duty of candor
to the public.

——

70See text accompanying notes 23-25, ,~<.

71See text accompanying note 17, supra.


